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Introduction: Emerging terrestrial markets are     

built as early customers for products and services        
evolve into a robust commercial ecosystem. We are        
standing close to the threshold of an emerging Cislunar         
Marketplace as major aerospace firms contemplate      
orbital refueling and the potential reuse of space        
transportation systems. NASA not only understands      
the importance of emerging market dynamics on       
expanding the strength of the US space industrial        
sector, they have become willing and capable partners        
in the process. Indeed, the seeds for today’s successful         
partnerships were sown into the Space Act that created         
NASA in 1958. Elements within the civilian space        
agency have encouraged those seeds to take root are         
currently nurturing their growth and maturation,      
anticipating a bountiful harvest. The enabling role of        
NASA and other government customers in making       
new markets cannot be understated. 

An Emerging Cislunar Marketplace: The     
natural endowment underwriting the potential for      
locally derived commodities in the Earth-Moon system       
is substantial. An entire 8th continent worth of natural         
resources sits at the edge of Earth’s gravity well,         
waiting for the right combination of vision, capital and         
initiative to unlock its wealth. Combined with reusable        
upper stages and landers, a space-based supply of        
propellant has long been seen as the key that could          
enable access to much of the inner solar system. The          
recent confirmation of lunar polar volatiles provides an        
access point to a supply line of in-space propellant.         
Refueling can linearize the rocket equation, banishing       
its tyranny to more distant venues. 

Space commerce in Earth’s orbit today just passed        
one third of a trillion dollars with business activities         
that includes communication, navigation and remote      
sensing [1]. This sphere of space commercial       
opportunities is currently under expansion, as      
innovations in additive manufacturing, satellite     
servicing, commercial space stations and related fields       
are being financed by industry and private investors. 

The potential for geometric economic rewards      
entice us toward a new golden age as humanity         
becomes a “multi-planet species” [2]. Combining the       
richness of space mineral and volatile resources with        
natural environments that offer extreme cold,      
ultra-high vacuum, microgravity and abundant solar      
energy offers access to industrial processes that could        
only be imagined by prior generations. A multi-billion        
dollar investment today could unlock trillions in new        
wealth [1]. 

Primary systems that are needed to enable this        
include reusable upper stages and landers, a local        
source of minerals and/or rocket fuel, and an industrial         
vision for what to do with those building blocks. All          
three are under commercial development today - now        
is the time to act. The resources of the future are           
waiting to be harvested and brought to market. 

Propellant Markets: Supply of fuel and oxidizer       
to a transportation provider can being modeled as an         
emerging market opportunity, expanding the     
well-understood, high-value heritage space commerce     
applications [3]. Understanding and predicting     
propellant consumption will help choreograph and      
animate the business and exploration value to both        
public and private customers that lies dormant in the         
concentrated reserves of lunar polar ice. Due to recent         
movements in commercial space investment, the      
potential exists for both public and private customers        
for propellant. New markets could emerge at various        
locations on the lunar surface, one or more of the          
Earth-Moon Lagrange points, in lunar orbit and       
especially in high-traffic inclinations of low-Earth      
orbit (LEO). Due to its location at the edge of the           
gravity well, the energy required to lift payload from         
lunar surface and place it in LEO much lower than the           
equivalent energy required to lift the same payload        
from Earth - an effect that is amplified by aerobraking.          
In the long term, this engineering leverage will turn         
into economic advantage. 

Other Commodities: Future customers could also      
benefit from the use of space resources beyond        
propellant, amplifying the economic leverage of a       
planetary surface production plant by adding new       
customers and applications. Byproducts are an      
important source of revenue for terrestrial mining       
activities. A rich set of value-added products and        
services are envisioned, with the potential to leverage        
future power and propellant production infrastructure      
investments to generate new income streams at low        
marginal cost as new customers arrive in Cislunar        
space. 
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